Bulk flow model for multislice magnetic resonance imaging sequences with phantom validation.
A simple conceptual model for describing the effects of one-dimensional bulk flow on image intensities is presented and validated using a multislice imaging sequence specific to one vendor. The model allows quantitative estimates of echo amplitudes versus velocity by using the equation of motion to follow the pulse history of fluid volumes influenced by the readout pulse for any slice of interest. Each affected volume is divided into equal elemental components and the state of each component is computed at discrete times in a pulse position-timing diagram until readout occurs. The final amplitude for the composite volume is determined by the signed summation of each of the elemental components. Validation of the quantitative model was performed by imaging a rotating bulk flow phantom centered at each of the slices of a multislice, partial saturation, spin-echo sequence. Effects due to rf field inhomogeneities were normalized by dividing the results of the dynamic scans by the corresponding static one. The results presented here are relatively insensitive to odd-echo dephasing (even echo rephasing).